
One Man Band
1. Fill up the blanks below using GERUND or INFINITIVE.

A. I like ________________ (play) the violin.

B. I hate ________________ (make) money through music. 

C. The little girl likes _________________ (give) coins.

D. I don’t like _________________ (sing).

E. I love __________________ (go) to classical concerts.

F. I didn’t like ___________________ (go) to a classical concert three years ago. 

G. She can’t __________________ (join) us tonight. She’s sick. 

2. Mark true or false to the sentences. Your answers must be according to the picture bellow.

A. (    ) The little girl is very smart.

B. (    ) She is wearing a grey dress.

C. (    ) Both guys play the violin.

D. (    ) The little girls get pretty angry at the end. 

E. (    ) There are a lot of people walking around the square.

F. (    ) It is a very beautiful day in the square. 

G. (    ) The little girl isn’t very short.

H. (    ) There is a fountain in the middle of the square.

I. (    ) One of the musicians plays ten violins at the same time.

3. Write examples to the following sounds.

/g/  girl

/I/   fish

/∫/ shower

/t∫/   chess

/æ/   cat

/η/ singer

/ͻ:/  horse

/k/  keys

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=454nNoD6-TI


One Man Band
1. Fill up the blanks below using GERUND or INFINITIVE.

A. I like PLAYING (play) the violin.

B. I hate MAKING (make) money through music. 

C. The little girl likes TO GIVE(give) coins.

D. I don’t like SINGING (sing).

E . I love GOING (go) to classical concerts.

F. I didn’t like TO GO (go) to a classical concert three years ago. 

G. She can’t JOIN (join) us tonight. She’s sick. 

2. Mark true or false to the sentences. Your answers must be according to the picture bellow.

A. (  T  ) The little girl is very smart.

B. (  T  ) She is wearing a grey dress.

C. (   F ) Both guys play the violin.

D. ( F   ) The little girl gets pretty angry at the end. 

E . (  F  ) There are a lot of people walking around the square.

F. (   T ) It is a very beautiful day in the square. 

G. (   F ) The little girl isn’t very short.

H. (   T ) There is a fountain in the middle of the square.

I. (  T  ) One of the musicians plays ten violins at the same time.

3. Write examples to the following sounds.

/g/  girl

/I/   fish

/∫/ shower

/t∫/   chess

/æ/   cat

/η/ singer

/ͻ:/  horse

/k/  keys

get, great, game

wish, dish, list

show, wash, shadow

cheer, peach, chow

bat, sat, fat

bring, wing, king

of course, Norse

king, kill, kick

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=454nNoD6-TI



